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Abstract

Changes in anvil cloud area with warming are a leading source of uncertainty in estimating the Earth’s climate sensitivity

(Forster et al 2021). Most approaches to bounding this area feedback rely on climate models or expert assessment. Here, we

use observations and theory, a “storyline approach”, to bound it. We first derive a simple but quantitative expression for the

anvil area feedback, which is shown to depend on the present day, measurable cloud radiative effects and the fractional change

in anvil area with warming. Satellite observations suggest an anvil cloud radiative effect of about ± 1 Wm-2, which requires

the fractional change in anvil area to be about ∓ 50 % K-1 to produce a feedback equal to its present-day lower bound. We

use theory and observations to show that the change in anvil area is closer to about −4 % K-1. This rules out the previous

estimate of the area feedback and leads to our new estimate of 0.02 ± 0.07 Wm-2K-1 which is many times weaker and more

constrained. In comparison, we show the anvil cloudy albedo feedback to be much less constrained. This poses an obstacle for

bounding the Earth’s climate sensitivity.
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Physical and observational constraints on the anvil
cloud area feedback
Brett A. McKim*a,b, Sandrine Bonya, & Jean-Louis Dufresnea

Abstract Changes in anvil cloud area with warming are a leading source of uncertainty in estimating the Earth’s climate sensitiv-
ity (1). Most approaches to bounding this area feedback rely on climate models or expert assessment. Here, we use observations
and theory, a “storyline approach”, to bound it. We first derive a simple but quantitative expression for the anvil area feedback,
which is shown to depend on the present day, measurable cloud radiative effects and the fractional change in anvil area with
warming. Satellite observations suggest an anvil cloud radiative effect of about ±1 Wm−2, which requires the fractional change
in anvil area to be about ∓50% K−1 to produce a feedback equal to its present-day lower bound. We use theory and observations
to show that the change in anvil area is closer to about −4% K−1. This rules out the previous estimate of the area feedback and
leads to our new estimate of 0.02±0.07 Wm−2K−1, which is many times weaker and more constrained. In comparison, we show
the anvil cloudy albedo feedback to be much less constrained. This poses an obstacle for bounding the Earth’s climate sensitivity.

Earth’s climate sensitivity is closely linked to the1

strength of cloud feedbacks. Although this has long2

been recognized (2–4), understanding and quantifying cloud3

feedbacks has proved difficult and sometimes controversial4

(5–12). Anvil clouds pose a particular challenge because5

their near neutral radiative balance results from large yet6

opposing radiative effects (13). Is this balance guaranteed?7

Or will warming tip the scales?8

Uncertainty around anvil cloud feedbacks9

Ramanathan and Collins (5) were the first to study the anvil10

cloud area feedback. Observing the coincident drop off in11

frequency of deep convection and surface temperature above12

a critical temperature, they hypothesized that anvils regu-13

late the underlying surface temperatures. However, their14

observation is no longer considered evidence of a tropical15

thermostat (6, 14–16).16

Years later, Lindzen et al (7) hypothesized that if cirrus17

cover were to decrease with warming, perhaps due to micro-18

physical effects, it would act like an iris, significantly inhibit-19

ing further warming. Criticism of this work’s methodology20

soon followed (8, 17, 18), but did not rule out the existence21

of a strong area feedback.22

Anvil clouds are controlled in part by unconstrained mi-23

crophysics (19–21), but also by robust thermodynamic prin-24

ciples (22, 23). These principles predict that anvils decrease25

in area with warming because the static stability of the at-26

mosphere increases (24), which is consistent with observed27

variability (25–27) and with most simulations (28). Despite28

growing confidence in this aspect of climate change, compre-29

hensive assessments consider the anvil cloud area feedback30

to be a leading source of uncertainty in estimating climate31

sensitivity (1, 29).32
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This mismatch in confidence and uncertainty might ap- 33

pear inconsistent, but what is called the anvil cloud area 34

feedback is in fact the result of two types of changes in anvil 35

clouds: an area change and an optical depth change. These 36

changes are usually convolved in feedback decompositions 37

(1, 29, 30), so the question of which feedback truly embod- 38

ies the uncertainty remains unanswered. This calls for the 39

need to separate them and settle which process poses the 40

main obstacle to constraining Earth’s climate sensitivity. 41

Qualitative arguments suggest that the area feedback 42

should be small because anvils are radiatively neutral 43

(6, 31, 32). But how neutral must anvil clouds be for their 44

area feedback to be insignificant? What if their cloud radia- 45

tive effect changes with warming? And what if when anvils 46

shrink, more of the Earth is exposed to the radiative effects 47

and feedbacks of underlying low clouds? 48

Optical depth controls an anvil’s cloudy albedo (reflec- 49

tivity independent of cloud fraction). Qualitative argu- 50

ments suggest that changes in optical depth might produce a 51

stronger cloudy albedo feedback because anvils have a much 52

stronger shortwave effect than in the net (31). But how 53

much does cloudy albedo change with warming? And how 54

much must it change to produce a substantial feedback? 55

Clearing the cloud of uncertainty A physically-motivated 56

decomposition that distinguishes the anvil area feedback 57

from the anvil cloudy albedo feedback is needed. Since mod- 58

els must contend with representing unconstrained micro- 59

physics (19–21), we prefer to use observations. This requires 60

a decomposition that can relate observable cloud properties 61

to cloud feedbacks in a transparent way. We want to avoid 62

the persistent confusions that exist for cloud feedbacks (33), 63

even for the well-known anvil altitude feedback (12). 64

To achieve these goals, we will derive a novel, analyt- 65

ical cloud feedback decomposition based on the essential 66

physics of cloud radiative effects. When combined with ob- 67

servations, this decomposition lets us identify, understand, 68

and quantitatively constrain cloud feedbacks in a physically 69
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transparent way.70

We will adopt a ‘storyline approach’ (34), in which we71

examine the driving factors that control a cloud feedback72

and determine the plausibility of these factors to produce a73

particular feedback value. For example if the current lower74

bound of −0.4 Wm−2K−1 for the area feedback (29) requires75

a large change in cloud area, but the expected change in76

cloud area is much smaller, then this feedback value can77

be ruled out. We will use this storyline approach to show78

which feedback is constrained and which is the obstacle to79

constraining climate sensitivity.80

Conceptualizing cloud radiative effects81

Figure 1: Conceptualizing cloud radiative effects. We idealize the ver-
tical cloud profile into two distinct layers that represent anvil clouds
and low clouds with random overlap. Equations indicate the domain-
averaged contribution of high clouds, low clouds, and the surface to
TOA energy balance. Their sum in the longwave and shortwave is
given by Equation 13 and 15, respectively. See Table 1 for symbol
meanings and values.

Clouds are complex, but for simplicity we divide them82

into two types: high (h) and low (ℓ). (Considering mid-83

level clouds does not change our conclusions.) We subsume84

their properties into a few bulk parameters that can be ob-85

tained from observations and reanalysis (Table 1). These86

properties include their area fraction fh, fℓ, their emission87

temperature Th, Tℓ, and their cloudy albedo αh, αℓ (which 88

is independent of cloud fraction). Longwave emissivity will 89

not be considered because most clouds have an emissivity 90

close to one (35). Clear-sky radiation can also be distilled 91

into a few parameters: the incoming solar radiation S↓, the 92

surface albedo αs, and the outgoing longwave radiation for a 93

given surface temperature RTs
cs . This simplification permits 94

the derivation of analytical expressions for cloud radiative 95

effects from high clouds and low clouds Ch, Cℓ; cloud over- 96

lap effects mℓh; and the TOA energy balance N . See Figure 97

1 for an illustration and Methods for the derivation. 98

Analytic feedbacks and the storyline approach 99

Feedbacks are computed by differentiating Earth’s TOA en- 100

ergy balance (Equation 15 minus Equation 13, see Methods) 101

with respect to the surface temperature Ts (36). To start, 102

we have: 103

λ ≡ dN

dTs
= dNcs

dTs
+ dC

dTs
, (1)

where Ncs is the clear-sky TOA energy balance and C = 104

Ch+Cℓ+mℓh is the net cloud radiative effect from all clouds. 105

Plugging in the analytical expressions for C (Equation 14 106

and 16, see Methods), we arrive at an equation for tropical 107

climate feedbacks in terms of our bulk parameters: 108

λ = λ0 +
∑

i=h,ℓ

(
λarea

i + λtemp
i + λalbedo

i

)
, (2)

where λ0 is the reference response assuming a fixed anvil 109

temperature and fixed relative humidity (12, 37); and λarea
i , 110

λtemp
i , λalbedo

i are the feedbacks from changes in cloud area, 111

cloud temperature, and cloudy albedo with warming. All 112

feedbacks are described analytically. See Methods for the 113

full derivation. 114

These analytic expressions form the basis of our story- 115

line approach by transparently and quantitatively relating 116

changes in cloud properties to their resulting radiative feed- 117

backs. Let us first focus on the high cloud area feedback, 118

λarea
h . 119

The anvil cloud area feedback After collecting all terms 120

from Equation 1 that involve changes in anvil area dfh/dTs, 121

we arrive at a remarkably simple equation for the anvil cloud 122

area feedback, 123

λarea
h = d ln fh

dTs

(
Ch + mℓh

)
. (3)

It depends on the fractional change in anvil area with 124

warming d ln fh/dTs and the sum of the present day anvil 125

cloud radiative effect Ch and cloud overlap effect mℓh. The 126

logarithmic derivative is used, not only because it follows 127

from the algebra, but also because fractional changes in 128

cloud area are easier to interpret and bound than absolute 129

changes—as we will soon see. And though we computed 130

the change in cloud radiative effect with warming, the area 131

feedback does not depend on the change in radiative effect, 132
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Table 1: Climatological values of tropical quantities (30◦S – 30◦N) used in this study. All radiative quantities are evaluated at the top of
atmosphere. Clw

obs and Csw
obs refer to the observed longwave and shortwave cloud radiative effects from CERES. See Climatology section for

details.

Quantity Description Tropical mean value Derivation
fh Anvil cloud area fraction 0.17 CALIPSO
fℓ Low cloud area fraction 0.10 CALIPSO
Th Anvil temperature 221 K ERA5
Tℓ Low cloud temperature 287 K ERA5
Ts Surface temperature 298 K HadCRUT5
αs Surface albedo 0.13 CERES
S↓ Incoming shortwave radiation 398 Wm−2 CERES
Scs Clear-sky absorbed shortwave 347 Wm−2 CERES
Rcs Clear-sky outgoing longwave 287 Wm−2 CERES
n Effective cloud fraction scaling 1.7 Fitted from Clw

obs
αh Anvil albedo 0.45 Fitted from Csw

obs
αℓ Low cloud albedo 0.45 Fitted from Csw

obs
C Net cloud radiative effect −14.8 Wm−2 Inferred
Csw Shortwave cloud radiative effect −41.8 Wm−2 Inferred
Clw Longwave cloud radiative effect 27.0 Wm−2 Inferred
Ch Anvil cloud radiative Effect −2.0 Wm−2 Inferred
Cℓ Low cloud radiative effect −13.4 Wm−2 Inferred
mℓh Cloud overlap effect 0.5 Wm−2 Inferred

but its present-day value. This means it can be measured133

and used to constrain the feedback.134

The storyline approach in a nutshell Equation 3 reveals135

that the smaller the climatological anvil cloud radiative ef-136

fect, the larger the change in anvil area would have to be to137

produce a given feedback strength. Therefore, we can probe138

the plausibility of a particular strength by first quantifying139

the observed anvil cloud radiative effect; then calculating140

the change in anvil area required to produce such a feed-141

back strength; and then comparing the required change in142

anvil area to the amount expected from theory, simulations,143

and observations. If the expected change in anvil area is144

much smaller than the required change, then that particu-145

lar feedback strength can be ruled out.146

Climatology147

Bounding the area feedback beyond λarea
h = −0.2 ± 0.2148

Wm−2 K−1 (29) with the storyline approach requires quan-149

tifying the tropically averaged anvil cloud radiative effect150

and cloud overlap effect (Ch + mℓh). Since these quanti-151

ties are not directly observed, they will be inferred from our152

simple model of cloud radiative effects.153

We do this by inputting observations of cloud fraction154

from CALIPSO (38), clear-sky radiation from CERES (39),155

surface temperature from HadCRUT5 (40), and atmospheric156

temperature from ERA5 reanalysis (41) into our expression157

for the net cloud radiative effect (Equations 14 and 16),158

see Methods. fh and fℓ are identified as the maximum of159

the observed cloud fraction profile above 8 km and below 4160

km, respectively. We then ensure goodness of fit with be-161

tween the inferred and the observed cloud radiative effects162

by treating the effective cloud fraction scaling n (which ac- 163

counts for collapsing the anvil cloud fraction profile into a 164

single level, see Methods and Extended Data Figure 1) and 165

the cloud albedo of anvil cloud and low clouds as tuneable 166

parameters. 167

We test our idealizations by comparing the observed net, 168

shortwave, and longwave cloud radiative effects (Cobs, Csw
obs, 169

Clw
obs) with their counterparts from the simple model (Figure 170

2), which take the spatial fields of cloud fraction, tempera- 171

ture, albedo, and clear-sky radiation as inputs. Our model 172

can reproduce the spatial patterns of longwave and short- 173

wave cloud radiative effects, although there are small devia- 174

tions throughout the tropics, such as an underestimate of C 175

in the south east of China and an overestimate of C in the 176

eastern Pacific, next to South America (Figure 2c). Given 177

the overall close agreement, we consider our model fit for 178

the task of evaluating the anvil cloud area feedback. 179

The climatological values of tropical quantities used in 180

our calculations are summarized in Table 1 and the cloud 181

properties of interest are plotted in Figure 3. fh is maximum 182

in the West Pacific Warm Pool and fℓ is maximum along the 183

East Pacific. Decomposing C into its contributions from 184

different layers reveals that the net C is dominated by Cℓ. 185

By comparison, the overlap effect mℓh is much smaller and 186

varies less. The same is true for the high cloud radiative 187

effect Ch, which exhibits a remarkable cancellation between 188

its shortwave and longwave components not just in the warm 189

pool (13, 27, 42–45), but across the tropics. 190

Ruling out the lower bound 191

With these more precise values in hand, we can constrain the 192

tropical anvil cloud area feedback. To scale our estimate of 193

3



Figure 2: Observed net, shortwave, and longwave cloud radiative effects (C, Csw, Clw) from CERES compared to their inferred counterparts.
Tropical mean values are shown in the upper left of each panel. The West Pacific Warm Pool and East Pacific regions are boxed in a). The
colorbar is the same for all plots.

Figure 3: Climatological values of tropical quantities. a) Effective anvil
cloud fraction and b) low cloud fraction from CALIPSO. The West Pa-
cific Warm Pool and East Pacific regions are boxed to indicate regions
of maximum anvil and low cloud coverage, respectively. c–h) Inferred
cloud radiative effects from Equations 17, 18, 20. Tropical mean val-
ues and standard deviations are shown in the upper left of each panel.
Refer to Extended Data Figure 2 to see mℓh and Ch plotted with a
finer color scale.

Figure 4: Interannual changes in anvil cloud area (a) and cloudy albedo
(b) as a function of surface temperature. Each point represents one
year from 2006 - 2016. (a) The slope and correlation of the best fit lines
is shown. Error in the slope due to limited sampling is indicated by
shading. (b) The average cloudy albedo α is indicated by the dashed
line; the standard deviation σα by shading.

λarea
h to the global average, we multiply by the area ratio of 194

the tropics and the globe, 1/2. 195

⟨λarea
h ⟩ = 1

2
d ln fh

dTs

(
Ch + mℓh

)
. (4)

The current lower bound on ⟨λarea
h ⟩ is −0.4 Wm−2K−1

196

(29), which could make the overall cloud feedback negative, 197

a necessary ingredient for a climate sensitivity below 1.5 K 198

(34). Our inferred value tropical mean value of Ch + mℓh = 199

−1.5 Wm−2 implies that d ln fh/dTs must be ≈ 50% K−1 to 200

achieve this feedback strength. 201

Following our storyline approach, we will assess how plau- 202

sible these these cloud changes are by comparing them to 203

the changes expected from the stability iris hypothesis as- 204

suming a moist adiabat (24) and from observed interranual 205

variability (25). 206

Changes in anvil area with warming The stability iris hy- 207

pothesis (24) states that the anvil cloud fraction fh is pro- 208

portional to detrainment from deep convection. Owing to 209

mass conservation, this detrainment is equal to the clear-sky 210

convergence, ∂pω, where ω is the subsidence vertical velocity 211

[hPa/day]. If we make the ansatz that ∂pω is proportional to 212

ω at the level of detrainment (h), then the fractional change 213

4



in anvil area is equal to the fractional change in subsidence214

velocity at the anvil level:215

d ln fh

dTs
= d ln ωh

dTs
. (5)

The subsidence velocity can be written as the quotient of216

the clear-sky radiative flux divergence in temperature coor-217

dinates (−∂T F ) and the difference between the actual and218

dry lapse rates (21):219

ω = −∂T F

1/Γ − 1/Γd
. (6)

Given that ∂T F does not vary with surface temperature220

(46), if we further assume that Γh, the lapse rate at the anvil221

level, is moist adiabatic, then the change in cloud area can222

be computed with a few representative numbers. Assuming223

the surface warms from Ts = 298 K to 299 K and the anvil224

cloud warms from Th = 221 K to anywhere between 221225

and 221.4 K (a typical range of anvil warming, see 47 and226

references therein), then we expect that anvils change in227

area at about,228

d ln fh

dTs
= −d ln(1/Γh − 1/Γd)

dTs
(stability iris)

≈ −1 to − 4% K−1,

(7)

depending on the amount of anvil warming. Despite the nu-229

merous simplifications in our derivation, the result is similar230

to the range produced by cloud resolving models (28).231

Now turning to ENSO-driven interannual variability, we232

compute annual averages of ln fh and Ts (the tropical mean233

surface temperature) from July to June, similar to (25). To234

avoid logarithmic divergences, we exclude grid cells with235

fh = 0. We scatter annual averages of ln fh against Ts in236

Figure 4. The line of best fit for this relation gives237

d ln fh

dTs
≈ −11% K−1. (interannual variability) (8)

Since both of these estimates of anvil cloud changes are much238

smaller than what is required to achieve the lower bound on239

⟨λarea
h ⟩ (29), the area feedback assessment should be revised.240

Best estimate of the area feedback Care should be taken241

when determining the anvil cloud area change with warm-242

ing on different timescales. Anvil area is better correlated243

with upper tropospheric stability than surface temperature244

(25, 26), and surface- and upper-tropospheric warming (and245

thus changes in stability 1/Γh−1/Γd) do not always go hand-246

in-hand on interannual timescales (48, 49). This may al-247

ter the anvil area sensitivity to surface temperature inferred248

from variability. Indeed, the IPSL general circulation model249

(GCM) suggests that anvil clouds are about half as sensitive250

for long term warming as compared to interannual variabil-251

ity (26). Furthermore, ENSO-driven interannual variability252

is not only associated with a change in surface temperature,253

but also a reorganization of deep convection from the West254

Pacific to the Central Pacific (50) which may further al- 255

ter the inferred relationship between anvil area and surface 256

temperature on different timescales. 257

Given the evidence from theory assuming a moist- 258

adiabatic change in lapse rate (Equation 7), observations 259

of interannual variability (Equation 8), and simulations 260

(26, 28), we estimate that the anvil cloud area changes at 261

about 262

d ln fh

dTs
= −4 ± 2 % K−1. (best estimate) (9)

We found Ch + mℓh = −1.5 Wm−2, but other observa- 263

tional studies have estimated −4 Wm−2 (45), 0.6 Wm−2
264

(19), and 2 Wm−2 (51). This is probably due to methodolog- 265

ical differences and the fact that anvil clouds have no pre- 266

cise definition. Furthermore, CERES TOA fluxes have an 267

uncertainty of 2.5 Wm−2 (39). Considering mid-level clouds 268

adds an additional uncertainty of 0.5 Wm−2 (see Methods). 269

Therefore, we estimate the anvil cloud radiative effect and 270

cloud overlap effect to be, 271

Ch + mℓh = −1 ± 3 Wm−2. (best estimate) (10)

Using these best estimates in Equation 4, we get our best 272

estimate of the anvil area feedback to within one standard 273

deviation: 274

⟨λarea
h ⟩ = 0.02 ± 0.07 Wm−2K−1. (best estimate) (11)

Our estimate for the anvil cloud area feedback is posi- 275

tive but ten times smaller in magnitude and three times 276

more constrained than the WCRP estimate of −0.2 ± 0.2 277

Wm−2K−1 (29). We deem that the area feedback is now 278

well constrained because its uncertainty is comparable to 279

other cloud feedbacks (1, 29). What about the anvil cloudy 280

albedo feedback? 281

Uncertainty in anvil cloudy albedo feedback 282

Qualitative arguments and GCM experiments suggest a sig- 283

nificant feedback could be produced without any change in 284

anvil area (31, 52), but let us make that notion quantitative 285

by considering our analytical expression for the anvil cloudy 286

albedo feedback, 287

λalbedo
h = 1

2
d ln αh

dTs

(
Csw

h + msw
ℓh

)
. (12)

It follows a similar form to the area feedback but depends 288

on the fractional change in cloudy albedo with warming 289

d ln αh/dTs, the shortwave anvil cloud radiative effect Csw
h , 290

and the shortwave cloud overlap effect mℓh. 291

Given that Csw
h + msw

ℓh is about −25 Wm−2 (Figure 3f), 292

producing a feedback of −0.2 Wm−2K−1 requires a frac- 293

tional change in cloudy albedo of only 1 to 2% K−1. In con- 294

trast to anvil area, even a small change in the anvil’s cloudy 295

albedo could produce a strong radiative response. The plau- 296

sibility of such a change is unclear. 297
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On the one hand, the cloudy albedo might decrease if298

the optically thick portion of anvils decrease with warming299

more than thin portions, as suggested by variability (53).300

On the other hand, it might increase if anvils contain more301

condensate with warming, as could happen if precipitation302

efficiency remains constant (24). Building a more sophisti-303

cated theory of cloud condensate, perhaps based on a bulk304

plume model (54, 55), could help make quantitative, testable305

predictions that focus future research.306

Up to this point, all of the inferred climatology has been307

calculated assuming a constant cloudy albedo (α) that is308

identical for anvils and low clouds over the 2006 - 2016 pe-309

riod (see Methods). If we now compute α for each year, we310

find that it exhibits no clear trend with warming, although311

it significantly increases during the 2015 - 2016 El Niño (Fig-312

ure 4b). This is interesting in its own right, but given that313

low clouds might increase their cloudy albedo independently314

of anvils (56), distinguishing αh from αℓ will be required to315

make firmer conclusions.316

A 1 to 2 % K−1 change in cloudy albedo cannot be dis-317

missed, so we conclude that the uncertainty in previous as-318

sessments of anvil clouds (1, 29) is embodied by the cloudy319

albedo feedback.320

Discussion321

Summary We have developed a feedback decomposition322

that can transparently disentangle feedbacks from changes323

in the area and the cloudy albedo of anvil clouds.324

We showed that the anvil cloud area feedback is con-325

strained by the present day cloud radiative effect and not by326

the unrealized change in cloud radiative effect with warm-327

ing. Since anvil clouds are radiatively neutral at present328

(Ch = −2 Wm−2), an anvil cloud area feedback equal to that329

derived from comprehensive assessments (−0.2 Wm−2K−1,330

1, 29) requires implausibly large changes in anvil area. Over-331

lap effects with low-level clouds are accounted for (mℓh = 0.5332

Wm−2). They dampen the anvil cloud area feedback by333

about 25%, but do not qualitatively change our conclusions.334

Our results provide a theoretical and observational basis for335

previously qualitative arguments.336

The anvil cloudy albedo feedback, which is often ob-337

scured in feedback decompositions, is constrained by the338

present day shortwave cloud radiative effect. Since anvils339

are strongly reflective (Csw
h + msw

ℓh = −25 Wm−2), an anvil340

cloudy albedo feedback of −0.2 Wm−2K−1 requires a frac-341

tional change in cloudy albedo of only 1 to 2 % K−1, but the342

plausibility of such a change remain unclear. This presents343

an obstacle for bounding the Earth’s climate sensitivity.344

Lingering questions A limitation of our study is that our345

decomposition neglects cloud-moisture coupling and the fact346

that anvils are composed of clouds with many optical depths347

and opposing radiative effects (57). Untangling these contri-348

butions to the area feedback is not only a technical challenge349

but a conceptual one, as the following questions demon-350

strate:351

Why is the anvil cloud radiative effect so close to zero?352

Given the continuum spectrum of anvil cloud optical thick-353

ness (57), radiative neutrality might be a coincidence (44), 354

or some stabilization principle could be at work (45, 58). We 355

have shown that the anvil area feedback is a function of the 356

present anvil cloud radiative effect, so the feedback is state 357

dependent and could vary between climates if the radiative 358

effect changes. Understanding why Ch ≈ 0 Wm−2 would 359

also help to constrain the anvil cloudy albedo feedback. 360

What is the feedback from mesoscale deep-convective ag- 361

gregation? Increased aggregation can decrease anvil area 362

and dry out the atmosphere (59–61). Since we have shown 363

that changes in anvil cloud area are not a significant feed- 364

back, the radiative feedbacks associated with aggregation 365

may instead come from changes in humidity or cloudy 366

albedo. There are indeed observable changes in N and Ncs 367

due to the aggregation of deep convection (59, 61), but prop- 368

erly quantifying the radiative feedbacks from humidity and 369

anvil changes has yet to be carried out. 370

Conclusions The big picture from our work is that theory 371

and observations can be used to not only understand, but 372

quantitatively constrain aspects of climate change. This is 373

a boon for phenomenon that are difficult to simulate. 374

We use this approach to constrain the anvil cloud area 375

feedback. But in closing one door, we open another. The 376

relative theoretical and observational uncertainty of the 377

anvil cloudy albedo feedback demands focused attention but 378

promises enhanced returns for constraining climate sensitiv- 379

ity. 380

With regards to generality, it might be possible to con- 381

strain other cloud feedbacks through a similar approach. 382

Our feedback expressions might also provide a quick, quan- 383

titative, and physically transparent way to interpret how 384

model biases influence feedbacks. For instance, if members 385

of a GCM ensemble simulate Ch between ±10 Wm−2, but 386

they all simulate the same d ln fh/dTs = −4 % K−1, then 387

their area feedbacks will range between ∓0.2 Wm−2K−1. If 388

all ensemble members simulate Ch = 1 Wm−2, but sim- 389

ulate d ln fh/dTs = ±5 % K−1, then their area feedbacks 390

will range between ±0.03 Wm−2K−1. This quantitative yet 391

clear diagnostic could provide testable hypothesis that ad- 392

vance our understanding and development of models. 393

Such a physically transparent approach has even broader 394

implications. Communicating with the public about our 395

confidence (or lack thereof) in clouds and climate change 396

is hard. However, a physical theory of cloud feedbacks that 397

can constrain, quantify, and interpret models and observa- 398

tions, like the one proposed here, could help clear the cloud 399

of uncertainty. 400
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Methods408

Data availability CERES data were obtained from409

the the NASA Langley Research Center (https:410

//ceres.larc.nasa.gov/data/). CALIPSO/CLOUDSAT411

data were obtained from NASA Atmospheric Science Data412

Center (https://asdc.larc.nasa.gov/project/CALIPSO/CAL_413

LID_L3_Cloud_Occurrence-Standard-V1-00_V1-00). ERA5414

reanalysis data were obtained from the Copernicus Climate415

Change Service (https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/).416

HadCRUT5 data were obtained from the Met Office Hadley417

Centre (https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/hadobs/hadcrut5/418

data/current/download.html).419

Code availability All scripts used to support the analysis of420

satellite and reanalysis data will be made available in a Github421

repository upon acceptance.422

Conceptualizing cloud radiative effects We start with an ideal-423

ized model of cloud radiative effects at the top of the atmosphere424

(TOA). Although tropical cloudiness is expected to be trimodal425

(62), for simplicity we will consider a domain containing two426

cloud types: high clouds (h) and low clouds (ℓ). (Considering427

mid-level clouds does not change our conclusions.) Each type has428

an emission temperature Th, Tℓ; an optically thick cloud fraction429

fh, fℓ; and an albedo αh, αℓ (Figure 1). Mid-level clouds will be430

considered in our error analysis.431

The TOA energy balance is N = S−R, where S is the absorbed432

shortwave radiation and R is the outgoing longwave radiation.433

The cloud radiative effect C is the difference in N between all-434

sky and clear-sky (cs) conditions, C = N − Ncs (63). C can435

be decomposed into longwave and shortwave components: C =436

Csw + Clw.437

In the longwave component, clear-sky regions with a surface438

temperature Ts will emit to space with an outgoing longwave ra-439

diation of RTs
cs , but a portion will be blocked by clouds. Longwave440

emissivity will not be considered because most clouds have an441

emissivity close to one (35). Assuming random overlap between442

high clouds and low clouds (64), the domain-averaged clear-sky443

contribution is RTs
cs (1 − fh)(1 − fℓ). Low clouds are so close444

to the surface that we treat their emission to space like clear-445

sky surface emission but at Tℓ. Their domain-averaged contri-446

bution is R
Tℓ
cs fℓ(1 − fh). Since RTs

cs is an approximately linear447

function of temperature (65), R
Tℓ
cs ≈ RTs

cs + λcs(Ts − Tℓ), where448

λcs ≡ −dRcs/dTs ≈ −2 Wm−2K−1 is a representative value for449

the longwave clear sky feedback (37). We assume that high clouds450

are so high that they emit directly to space (36) with a value451

σT 4
h fh. Summing these contributions, the domain-averaged out-452

going longwave radiation is453

R = RTs
cs (1 − fh) + σT 4

h fh + λcs(Ts − Tℓ)(1 − fh)fℓ, (13)

and the longwave cloud radiative effect −(R − Rcs) is454

Clw = RTs
cs fh − σT 4

h fh − λcs(Ts − Tℓ)(1 − fh)fℓ. (14)

In the shortwave component, there is an incoming solar radi-455

ation S↓, and we assume that there is no absorption except at456

the surface. High clouds reflect a portion αhfh back to space.457

The transmitted radiation then hits low clouds which reflect a458

portion αℓfℓ back to space (ignoring secondary reflections with459

the anvils above). The transmitted radiation then hits the sur-460

face which reflects a portion αs back out to space and absorbs461

the rest. Summing these contributions, the domain-averaged ab- 462

sorbed shortwave radiation at TOA is 463

S = S↓(1 − αhfh)(1 − αℓfℓ)(1 − αs). (15)

The TOA absorbed shortwave in clear-skies is Scs = S↓(1−αs), 464

so the shortwave cloud radiative effect (S − Scs) is: 465

Csw = Scs

(
− αhfh − αℓfℓ + αhαℓfhfℓ

)
. (16)

It will prove helpful to separate the contribution of high clouds 466

and low clouds to the net cloud radiative C. Setting fℓ = 0 yields 467

the high cloud radiative effect: 468

Ch =
(

− Scsαh + RTs
cs − σT 4

h

)
fh. (17)

Setting fh = 0 yields the low cloud radiative effect: 469

Cℓ =
(

− Scsαℓ − λcs(Ts − Tℓ)
)
fℓ. (18)

The total cloud radiative effect C in terms of each cloud is: 470

C = Ch + Cℓ + mℓh, (19)

where 471

mℓh =
(
Scsαℓαh + λcs(Ts − Tℓ)

)
fℓfh, (20)

represents the cloud overlap masking effect. Note that Ch ∝ 472

fh, Cℓ ∝ fℓ, and mℓh ∝ fℓfh. 473

Feedback decomposition We will now derive various cloud feed- 474

backs from these equations and assume a fixed relative humidity. 475

The lapse rate feedback has been shown to be small when using 476

this reference response (66, 67), so it will be ignored here. 477

λ ≡ dN

dTs

= Scs

dTs
− dRTs

cs

dTs
+ dC

dTs

= λcs(1 − fh)

+ (RTs
cs − σT 4

h + λcs(Ts − Tℓ)fℓ − Scsαh + Scsαhαℓfℓ) dfh

dTs

+ (−λcs(Ts − Tℓ)(1 − fh) − Scsαℓ + Scsαhfhαℓ) dfℓ

dTs

+ −4σT 3
h fh

dTh

dTs

+ −λcs(1 − fh)fℓ
d(Ts − Tℓ)

dTs

+ (−Scsfh + Scsfhαℓfℓ)dαh

dTs

+ (−Scsfℓ + Scsαhfhfℓ)dαℓ

dTs

− S↓(1 − αhfh)(1 − αℓfℓ)dαs

dTs

− (Ts − Tℓ)(1 − fh)fℓ
dλcs

dTs
.

(21)

Recognizing that many of these terms can be rewritten as cloud 478

radiative effects, we get: 479
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λ = λcs(1 − fh)

+
(

Ch + mℓh

)
d ln fh

dTs

+
(

Cℓ + mℓh

)
d ln fℓ

dTs

− 4σT 3
h fh

dTh

dTs

− λcs(1 − fh)fℓ
d(Ts − Tℓ)

dTs

+
(

Csw
h + msw

ℓh

)
d ln αh

dTs

+
(

Csw
ℓ + msw

ℓh

)
d ln αℓ

dTs

+ Cs
d ln αs

dTs
,

(22)

where we have assumed that dλcs/dTs is negligible, and Cs =480

−S↓(1 − αhfh)(1 − αℓ)αs is the surface albedo radiative effect,481

which is equivalent to the “cryosphere radiative forcing” (68).482

Now we name and then describe each term:483

λ = λ0 + λarea
h + λarea

ℓ + λtemp
h + λtemp

ℓ + λalbedo
h + λalbedo

ℓ + λalbedo
s

(23)
λ0 is the anvil cloud-masked longwave clear-sky feedback. It484

is our null hypothesis for the climate response to warming be-485

cause it assumes fixed relative humidity; fixed anvil temperature,486

area, and albedo; fixed low cloud temperature difference, area,487

and albedo; and fixed surface albedo. λarea
h and λarea

ℓ are the488

feedbacks from a changing anvil cloud and low cloud area, re-489

spectively. λtemp
h is the feedback from a changing anvil cloud490

temperature. λtemp
ℓ is the feedback from a changing temperature491

difference between low clouds and the surface. λalbedo
h , λalbedo

ℓ ,492

and λalbedo
s are the feedbacks from a changing albedo of anvil493

clouds, low clouds, and surface, respectively. We omit the sur-494

face albedo feedback from Equation 2 because we are interested495

in tropical climate.496

Climatology We combine monthly-mean satellite observations,497

surface temperature measurements, and reanalysis and re-grid all498

datasets onto a common 2◦ latitude × 2.5◦ longitude grid over499

the tropical belt (30◦N−30◦S) from June 2006 to December 2016.500

Although anvil clouds populate the globe (69), it is less clear how501

extratropical anvils change with warming. Most cloud feedback502

assessments only consider tropical anvil clouds, so we will follow503

this convention.504

From the CALIPSO lidar satellite dataset (38, 70), we ob-505

tain vertical profiles of cloud fraction for optical depths between506

0.3 ≤ τ ≤ 5. This range excludes both deep convective cores507

and optically thin cirrus unconnected to deep convection (25).508

We then vertically smooth the native vertical 60 m resolution509

profiles with a 480 m running mean. For anvil detection, we510

consider ice cloud data above 8 km. For shallower clouds, we511

consider liquid cloud fraction data below 4 km. The diagnosed512

cloud fractions are the absolute maximum of the profile in their513

respective domains, but if the identified maximum does not ex-514

ceed a cutoff (fcut = 0.03), then that region is considered to be515

clear-sky (f = 0). This algorithm is applied to every grid point516

and then tropically-averaged. Our approach thus far resembles517

(25).518

To match the inferred cloud radiative effects with the observed,519

we consider an effective cloud fraction fh = n · Max(f(z)) for520

high clouds, where n is a single tuned parameter to account for 521

collapsing the high cloud profile into one level. This accounting is 522

more important for high clouds, as their profile’s full width-half 523

maximum is ≈ 5 km (Figure 1 of Extended Data), whereas low 524

clouds are already localized with a full width-half maximum of 525

≈ 1 km (Figure 1 of Extended Data). While n could be more 526

rigorously derived from detailed considerations of cloud overlap 527

(64), we opt to determine n by fitting the predicted tropical- and 528

time-averaged longwave cloud radiative effect Clw to its observed 529

counterpart Clw
obs from CERES (see Methods). Doing so yields a 530

spatially and temporally constant value of n = 1.7. This value 531

lies between that from assuming maximum overlap between each 532

layer of the anvil cloud, which yields n = 1 and random overlap, 533

which yields n ≈ 5. 534

The height of the diagnosed cloud fraction is then used to 535

diagnose the cloud temperatures Th, Tℓ at each space and time 536

by selecting the corresponding atmospheric temperature in ERA5 537

reanalysis (41). We use the HadCRUT5 dataset (40) to diagnose 538

the surface temperature Ts. 539

We use monthly mean TOA radiative fluxes, both clear-sky 540

and all-sky, from the CERES satellite EBAF Ed4.1 product 541

(39, 71). We diagnose the surface albedo αs as the ratio of up- 542

welling clear-sky shortwave radiation S↑
cs to incoming shortwave 543

radiation S↓. However, because shortwave absorption and scat- 544

tering occurs in the real atmosphere, our surface albedo is more 545

accurately characterized as the planetary clear-sky albedo (72). 546

We diagnose the cloud albedos by assuming that they are con- 547

stant, independent of space and time, and that αh = αℓ ≡ α. We 548

discuss the impact of this assumption in our uncertainty analy- 549

sis later on in Methods. We then infer the tropical- and time- 550

averaged shortwave cloud radiative effect Csw from Equation 16 551

and tune the albedo to match the observed shortwave cloud ra- 552

diative effect Csw
obs from CERES. See Cloud albedo in Methods. 553

Cloud fraction We use the CALIPSO Lidar Satellite 554

CAL LID L3 Cloud Occurence-Standard-V1-00 data product, 555

the same dataset used in (25). To determine the effective cloud 556

fraction fh = n · Max(f(z)), we first demand that n be constant 557

with space and time. We then fit the predicted tropically- and 558

temporally-averaged longwave radiative effect Clw to its observed 559

counterpart Clw
obs from CERES. Given these constraints, and the 560

inputs to Equation 14, n can be solved for as 561

n = ⟨Clw
obs + λcs(Ts − Tℓ)fℓ⟩

⟨Rcsmax(f(z)) − σT 4
h max(f(z)) + λcs(Ts − Tℓ)fℓmax(f(z))⟩ ,

(24)
where ⟨·⟩ denotes a tropical- and temporal-average. 562

Cloud albedo To determine the cloud albedos αh, αℓ, we first 563

demand that they equal a common value α, and then we fit the 564

predicted tropically- and temporally-averaged shortwave cloud 565

radiative effect Csw to equal its observed counterpart Csw
obs from 566

CERES. Given these constraints, and the inputs to Equation 16, 567

the cloud albedo can be solved for as 568

α = −⟨b⟩ −
√

⟨b⟩2 − 4⟨a⟩⟨c⟩
2⟨a⟩ , (25)

where a = Scsfhfℓ, b = −Scs(fh + fℓ), c = −Csw
obs. 569

Uncertainty analysis for area feedback Uncertainty in our es- 570

timates of d ln fh/dTs and Ch + mℓh translate to uncertainty in 571

λarea
h . As stated in the main text, we estimate d ln fh/dTs = 572

−4 ± 2 % K−1. For the anvil cloud radiative effect, we found 573
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Ch + mℓh = −1.5 Wm−2. However, other observational studies574

have found it to be −4 Wm−2 (45), 0.6 Wm−2 (19), and 2 Wm−2
575

(51). This is probably due to methodological differences and the576

fact that anvil clouds have no precise definition. Furthermore,577

CERES TOA fluxes monthly fluxes have a stated uncertainty of578

2.5 Wm−2 (39).579

Another source of error comes from neglecting mid-level580

clouds, a fairly common cloud type (62). Let’s assume that emis-581

sion from mid level congestus clouds (c) experience a clear-sky582

greenhouse effect. By symmetry with low clouds, they should583

contribute an additional cloud overlap masking term that appears584

in our expression for λarea: mch = (Scsαcαh + λcs(Ts − Tc))fcfh.585

Assuming that fc = 0.1, fh = 0.17, αc = αh = 0.45, Tc = 250586

K, Ts = 298 K, Scs = 347 Wm−2, λcs = −2 Wm−1K−1 yields587

mch ≈ −0.5 Wm−2.588

We therefore estimate Ch + mℓh = −1 ± 3 Wm−2. This results589

in our best estimate of the anvil cloud area feedback:590

⟨λarea
h ⟩ = 1/2 · (−4 ± 2 % K−1) · (−1 ± 3 Wm−2)

= 0.02 ± 0.07 Wm−2K−1.
(26)

Extended Data591

Extended Data Figure 1: Illustration of effective cloud fraction. The
high cloud fraction profile in the Warm Pool and low cloud fraction
profile in the East Pacific are from CALIPSO. The full width-half max-
imum and effective cloud fraction of each profile are shown. The high
cloud and low cloud profiles are clipped below 8 km and above 4 km,
respectively, in accordance with our detection method.
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